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Reaction of H2O2 with certain metal ions produces peroxo-metal
intermediates capable of releasing molecular oxygen in the singlet
(1∆g) state.1 In contrast to triplet (3Σg

-) state oxygen, singlet oxygen
(1O2) is a reactive yet highly selective oxidant for the peroxidation
of olefinic compounds.2 In particular, molybdate (MoO42-) is an
efficient catalyst for the disproportionation of H2O2 into 1O2. Both
the mechanism3 and the synthetic utility4 have been investigated.
In aqueous alkaline media, Mo and H2O2 form a series of
mononuclear peroxo species, [MoO4-n(O2)n]2- (n ) 1-4). Of these,
especially oxotriperoxo-Mo (n ) 3), releases1O2 at a high rate,
while tetraperoxo-Mo is far more stable:

This means that the reaction rate decreases at high [H2O2]; hence,
fast disproportionation requires gradual addition of H2O2 over time.
The H2O2 concentration not only affects the rate but also the
selectivity of the reaction; at high [H2O2] direct oxygen-atom
transfer from tetraperoxo-Mo becomes competitive with1O2

formation, resulting in the formation of unwanted epoxide products.5

To overcome these drawbacks, we reasoned that by adding other
peroxo-forming metals to Mo, the stability of the peroxo-Mo
species might be influenced in such a way that the dependence of
the rate and selectivity on [H2O2] is altered and that higher catalytic
activities are attainable.

Various peroxo-forming metals were screened as cocatalysts for
Na2MoO4 in the disproportionation of H2O2 at high initial [H2O2]
(3 M in methanol, Mo/H2O2 ) 1/2000). Addition of lanthanum-
(III) nitrate, another1O2-generating catalyst,5 led to a strong increase
of the overall activity compared to the monometallic Mo or La
catalysts (Figure 1). The combination of other peroxo-forming
metals with Mo or La gave no or only small rate enhancements
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). Control experiments estab-
lished the essential role of both Mo and La in the improved catalytic
turnover (Figure S1). Similar rate enhancements were observed in
other solvents such as water and acetonitrile. Even under nonop-
timized conditions (Mo/La/NaOH) 1/4/20), the overall turnover
frequency (TOF, based on Mo+La) is 219 h-1. In the same
conditions, the individual TOF for Mo and La are 4 and 31 h-1,
respectively. The low activity of Mo is due to the high [H2O2],
promoting the formation of stable tetraperoxo-Mo. The maximum
activity of Mo under optimum conditions of low [H2O2] has been
reported to be 36 h-1.3

The initial rates of H2O2 disproportionation were determined for
different Mo/La/NaOH combinations, keeping the total amount of
metal at 0.1 mmol. As shown in Figure 2A, at constant [NaOH],
the reaction rate strongly depends on the Mo/La ratio, an optimum
being observed at a Mo/La molar ratio of 1/4. These data clearly
show a synergistic effect between Mo and La.6 The amount of
NaOH also has a profound influence on the activity of Mo and La.
This was studied by varying [NaOH] at a constant Mo/La ratio of
1/4 (Figure 2B). A well-defined maximum is observed at a NaOH/
La ratio of 3/1. Under optimized conditions (Mo/La/NaOH) 1/4/
12), the overall TOF amounts to 546 h-1.

Most likely, the NaOH/La optimum is related to the hydrolysis
of La3+, yielding partially (NaOH/La< 3/1) or fully hydrolyzed
La species, La(OH)3.7 In systems with only La, it is believed that
the insoluble La hydroxide is catalytically active, while partially
hydrolyzed La shows much lower activity.5 The Mo/La ratio of
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Figure 1. H2O2 disproportionation catalyzed by Mo (2), La (0), and the
combined action of Mo and La (b). Conditions: 0.1 mmol Mo, 0.1 mmol
La, or 0.02 mmol Mo and 0.08 mmol La, and 0.4 mmol NaOH and 40
mmol H2O2 (50 wt %) were stirred (700 rpm) at 25°C in 10 mL of
methanol. H2O2 determination by cerimetry.

Figure 2. Influence of the La/Mo (A) and NaOH/La (B) ratios on the rate
of H2O2 disproportionation. Conditions A:x mmol La, (0.1- x) mmol
Mo, 0.4 mmol NaOH and 40 mmol H2O2 were stirred (700 rpm) at 25°C
in 10 mL of methanol. B: 0.08 mmol La, 0.02 mmol Mo, andx mmol
NaOH.
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1/4 is not readily interpreted on a molecular level. This optimum
may well reflect the maximum number of favorable interactions
between soluble peroxo-Mo anions and accessible La sites on the
surface of the solid La hydroxide.8

Convincing evidence for the production of singlet (1∆g) oxygen
was obtained by detection of the near-infrared (1270 nm) chemi-
luminescence accompanying the radiative decay of1O2 (Figure
S2).3b This experiment confirms the very high1O2 flux generated
from Mo-La. The H2O2 efficiency of the various Mo/La/NaOH
combinations was assessed by chemical trapping of the formed1O2

with citronellol. This alkene contains two distinct allylic hydrogen
atoms and reacts with1O2 to yield an equimolar mixture of allylic
hydroperoxides. At constant [NaOH], all Mo-La combinations
show H2O2 efficiencies around 40% with 100% hydroperoxide
selectivity (Figure S3, Table S1). Notably, the H2O2 efficiency of
La in the absence of Mo is only 20% at complete H2O2 consumption
(24 h). Mo itself shows higher efficiency (>50%), but the activity
is very low. More than 70 h are required to achieve full H2O2

conversion, and the hydroperoxide selectivity is only 70% due to
competitive epoxidation by tetraperoxo-Mo.

The exact reason for the nonlinear catalytic behavior displayed
by Mo and La is difficult to assess. Visual inspection of the reaction
medium showed no permanent adsorption of the colored peroxo-
Mo species on the white La hydroxide.9 In situ UV-vis DRS
spectroscopy showed that a major part of Mo is present as red-
brown Mo(O2)4

2- (Figure 3A). The concentration of this species
only slightly decreases during the experiment, except at very low
[H2O2] (Figure 3B). Similar spectra were obtained in the presence
of Al instead of La, but in this case, the H2O2 disproportionation
was very slow (Figure S4).

As to the individual metals, reaction of H2O2 with Mo results in
the formation of anionicη2-peroxo complexes.3 La, on the other
hand, has been reported to react with H2O2 via a µ-peroxo
coordination mode.5,10-12 Possibly, in the present system, peroxide-

linked complexes are formed between Mo and La. These complexes
might possess lower stability than the individual peroxo-metal
species, resulting in their fast disproportionation.

In conclusion, the cooperative action between Mo and La leads
to a unique catalyst system that combines high turnover rates with
improved selectivity toward the formation of1O2.
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Figure 3. UV-vis spectral changes at 1 min intervals (A) and time course
of the disappearance of Mo(O2)4

2- (B) during the disproportionation of
H2O2 catalyzed by Mo and La. [H2O2]0 is 1.65 instead of 3 M in Figure 1.
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